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SAN FRANCISCO HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION 
REGULAR MEETING MINUTES 

FEBRUARY 28, 2019 
 

Present:      Absent:  
Karen Clopton     Susan Christian  
Hala Hijazi  
Maya Karwande  
Mark Kelleher  
Jason Pellegrini  
Abigail Porth  

                                    Joseph Sweiss 
 
 
 
 
00:00:04 MICHAEL SWEET 
Good evening.  It's February 28th.  The time is 6:45.  This is the regular meeting of the San 
Francisco Human Rights Commission starting at a special time to accommodate a screening of a 
fantastic film that some of us were able to enjoy together.  I would ask the Commission Secretary to 
please read the roll. 
 
00:00:29 COMMISSION SECRETARY 
Chair Christian.  Vice Chair Sweet. 
 
00:00:32 MICHAEL SWEET 
Present. 
 
00:00:34 COMMISSION SECRETARY 
Commissioner Clopton. 
 
00:00:36 KAREN CLOPTON 
Present. 
 
00:00:37 COMMISSION SECRETARY 
Commissioner Hijazi. 
 
00:00:38 HALA HIJAZI 
Present. 
 
00:00:39 COMMISSION SECRETARY 
Commissioner Karwande. 
 
00:00:41 MAYA KARWANDE 
Present. 
 
00:00:42 COMMISSION SECRETARY 
Commissioner Kelleher. 
 
00:00:43 MARK KELLEHER 
Here. 
 
00:00:44 COMMISSION SECRETARY 
Commissioner Pellegrini.  Commissioner Porth.  Commissioner Sweiss. 
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00:00:48 JOSEPH SWEISS 
Here. 
 
00:00:49 COMMISSION SECRETARY 
We have quorum. 
 
00:00:50 MICHAEL SWEET 
Thank you.  If you'd please read the next item on the Agenda. 
 
00:00:54 COMMISSION SECRETARY 
Adoption of Minutes dated February-- 
 
00:00:55 MICHAEL SWEET 
Before that. 
 
00:00:56 COMMISSIONER SECRETARY 
Oh, I'm sorry.  Public comment on items not on the Agenda. 
 
00:01:01 MICHAEL SWEET 
Thank you.  This is the opportunity for members of the public who wish to address the Commission 
on items within the purview of the Human Rights Commission but not specifically on this evening's 
Agenda to do so.  If there's anyone who wishes to address the Commission at this time, now would 
be your opportunity.  We ask that you please approach the podium.  You are requested, although 
not required to fill out a yellow speaker card, which you'll find on the table to your left.  Is there 
anyone who wishes to address the Commission at this time?  Seeing none, would the Commission 
Secretary please read the next item? 
 
00:01:28 COMMISSION SECRETARY 
Adoption of Minutes dated February 14, 2019. 
 
00:01:34 MICHAEL SWEET 
These minutes were circulated ahead of the meeting and they're also included under Tab 2 in the 
Commissioners' binders.  Commissioner Clopton. 
 
00:01:44  KAREN CLOPTON 
I move that the minutes be approved. 
 
00:01:46 MICHAEL SWEET 
A motion to approve the minutes.  Is there a second? 
 
00:01:51 JOSEPH SWEISS 
Second. 
 
00:01:52 SUSAN BELINDA CHRISTIAN 
We have a second.  A motion and a second.  Is there discussion on the motion?  Very well.  If the 
Commission Secretary would please read the roll. 
 
00:02:01 COMMISSION SECRETARY 
Vice Chair Sweet. 
 
00:02:02 MICHAEL SWEET 
Aye. 
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00:02:04 COMMISSION SECRETARY 
Commissioner Clopton. 
 
00:02:05 KAREN CLOPTON 
Aye. 
 
00:02:06 COMMISSION SECRETARY 
Commissioner Hijazi. 
 
00:02:06 HALA HIJAZI 
Aye. 
 
00:02:07 COMMISSION SECRETARY 
Commissioner Karwande. 
 
00:02:08 MAYA KARWANDE 
Yes. 
 
00:02:09 COMMISSION SECRETARY 
Commissioner Kelleher. 
 
00:02:10 MARK KELLEHER 
Yes. 
 
00:02:11 COMMISSION SECRETARY 
Commissioner Sweiss. 
 
00:02:12 JOSEPH SWEISS 
Yes. 
 
00:02:13 COMMISSION SECRETARY 
Motion passes. 
 
00:02:16 MICHAEL SWEET 
And I should have asked, and I will tardily ask is there public comment on this item?  Seeing none, 
we'll ask the Commission Secretary to please read the next item. 
 
00:02:26 COMMISSION SECRETARY 
Regular business.  We have a presentation, Youth Commission Housing and Land Use Committee 
Priorities.  Presenter Jose Ty. 
 
00:02:40 JOSE TY 
Thank you, Human Rights Commission, for having us this evening.  My name is Jose Ty.  I'm 
district aid representative and the chair of the Housing and Land Use Committee on the Youth 
Commission. 
 
00:02:49 CALVIN QUICK 
And my name is Calvin Quick.  I'm the District 5 representative on the Youth Commission, and I'm 
also the legislative affairs officer.  Right.  So, we are going to present today on our preliminary 
budget priorities for the upcoming budget season.  So a bit of background about the Youth 
Commission.  The Youth Commission is a charter commission composed of 17 youth, ages 12 to 23 
who are appointed by the mayor and the Board of Supervisors.  And our mission, as laid out by the 
charter, is to advise the mayor and Board of Supervisors and the various departments and 
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commissions in the city and county about the unmet needs of youth in the city and county.  And this 
has particular relevance towards programs that are geared towards youth and young people, but it 
also has relevance towards the annual budget process because, of course, the budget determines 
how many--what resources are allocated towards youth.  And so we usually present our budget and 
policy priorities to the Board of Supervisors in May.  Now, as you may or may not know, by that 
point the budget season is almost finished.  It--the budget has already been elaborated through the 
department phase and the mayoral phase.  It's now at the Board of Supervisors.  There are very few 
changes substantively that are going to made at that point.  So we realized that it was not adequately 
representing the youth voice.  And so-- 
 
00:04:36 JOSE TY 
So, therefore, this past January, the full Youth Commission has unanimously passed our omnibus 
preliminary budget priorities resolution.  We did this earlier in the year, so it would be more 
effective to reach out to community-based organizations, as well as folks in the communities.  So 
the Youth Commission is divided into three working groups.  The first working group is the civic 
engagement committee, who's been working on youth engagement and democratic processes 
specifically in Vote 16 2020 campaign.  We then have the Transformer Justice Committee.  They've 
working in collaboration with SFPD and other CBOs that work around juvenile justice on 
alternatives to incarceration.  And, of course, the Housing and Land Use Committee have been 
working on primitive supportive housing for TAY.  When we say "TAY," it's transitional aged 
youth ages 18 to 24, as well funding on the TAY navigation center. 
 
00:05:34 CALVIN QUICK 
So tonight we're going to focus our presentation on the priorities related to TAY experiencing 
homelessness.  So first I'm going to go through a couple of slides of data.  The population of TAY 
experiencing homelessness is a particularly vulnerable population, because it's also at the 
intersection of other underserved communities.  It is disproportionately African-American, 
American Indian, Pacific Islander and Latino compared to the population of San Francisco at large.  
And furthermore, almost half of all TAY experiencing homelessness identify as LGBTQ, 10 
percent of which identify also as transgender.  This is compared to 25 percent of all adults 
experiencing homelessness, because there's a particular pressure on young LGBTQ people from 
society and various community factors there.  And, of course, the biggest issue is that youth make 
up about 20 percent of our overall homeless population and about 80 percent of those are 
unsheltered.  Most of this data is taken from the 2017 point in time count, which happened a couple 
of years ago. 
 
00:07:05 JOSE TY 
So the Housing and Land Use Committee has been talking with HSH, the Department of 
Homelessness and Supportive Housing on meeting their 2015 goal of 400 units of permanent 
supportive housing.  Four years later in 2019, only 188 of those units, of the 400, units have been 
completed.  As Calvin mentioned, there is currently 1300 TAY experiencing homelessness in the 
city.  You know, 400 units is not still enough.  You know, we're strongly urging HSH.  We've also 
talked with the Budget Finance Committee, the Board of Supervisors on immediately bridging this 
gap.  We also talked about the TAY navigation center.  When we say "navigation center," we're 
talking about like a resource center for TAY, such as case management, mental health, substance 
abuse and other needed support services when navigating and exiting the homeless homeliness.  
The Youth Commission is fully aware that the mayor has requested cuts of up to 60 percent from 
departments over the next two years.  As a commission, we are worried that, you know, already 
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underserved youth and TAY who already, you know, are left out of the narrative will be further cut 
from the budgets.  So we firmly, you know, strongly urge that youth and TAY-specific 
programming won't get cut for those reasons. 
 
00:08:26 CALVIN QUICK 
So just to sort of summarize, we have been in conversations and had presentations with members of 
the Board of Supervisors and various departments, notably the Department of Homelessness and 
Supportive Housing around getting substantial and immediate funding to meet the 2015 goal of 400 
units of permanent supportive housing for TAY exiting homelessness, and we're also trying to push 
the Department of Homelessness and Supportive Housing to have a more equitable treatment of 
TAY youth experiencing homelessness within the service that they provide.  About 8 percent of 
their current dollars go towards that population when they represent, again, over twice that 
proportion in the actual homeless population.  And, of course, we are opposed and trying to 
minimize impacts of cuts on the programs that affect youth.  So we're here tonight to ask you to--if 
you would be willing to support us in opposing these cuts affecting those--the potential for those 
cuts to affect those programs, and also in, you know, support of in trying to pressure the 
departments and the mayor towards building a TAY navigation center and completing and 
surpassing our 400-unit goal for permanent supportive housing for this underserved population.  
That concludes our presentation and we are available for questions. 
 
00:10:11 MICHAEL SWEET 
Commissioner Kelleher. 
 
00:10:13 MARK KELLEHER 
Thank you so much for your very thorough analysis and presentation.  I'm wondering if there is a 
way we might be able to get the slides from tonight?  That will help in our advocacy in your favor 
with our networks. 
 
00:10:27 JOSE TY 
Yes.  I'll forward the presentation to Lori Gannon. 
 
00:10:30 MARK KELLEHER 
Thank you. 
 
00:10:33 MICHAEL SWEET 
Commissioner Karwande. 
 
00:10:36 MAYA KARWANDE 
Thank you both for your presentation.  One question I had.  Do you know the reasons why there's 
been kind of a delay in meeting the goal of building 400 housing units?  Why it's been 188?  Is it a 
funding issue or are there other issues? 
 
00:10:55 CALVIN QUICK 
So the 2015 goal was set back when Gavin Newsome was mayor, back in 2007, I believe.  It was a 
big process.  There were a lot of stakeholders involved.  And since then, there has been a slowdown 
in construct--there's a slowdown around construction around the recession.  And then since then, it 
has been hard to get on the radar of HSH and the mayor and the Board of Supervisors simply 
because the homeless population has gone up in that time and they're focused on just sort of being 
overwhelmed.  And addressing all of those services, which has tended to leave the youth aspect to 
the side.  And so basically through lengthy permitting processes and just a lack of enough of a sense 
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of urgency about youth experiencing homelessness, I think that's a lot of the reasons why there's 
been just not enough movement on this. 
 
00:12:04 MAYA KARWANDE 
Thank you. 
 
00:12:07 MICHAEL SWEET 
Commissioner Sweiss. 
 
00:12:09 JOSEPH SWEISS 
Thank you.  Thank you for your presentation.  I'm shocked to see that over, I guess, close to 50 
percent of youth are experiencing homelessness are LGBTQ.  I'm wondering, does the city or do 
you know of what services there might be to help specifically target this community to alleviate that 
or do we not have enough? 
 
00:12:31 JOSE TY 
Currently, two CBOs that currently, you know, specifically work with TAY who are LGBTQ are 
LYRIC and the LGBT Center.  Of course, the other CBOs, you know, have some training around, 
you know, serving LGBTQ youth but, of course, they're not perfect.  So there's still some incidents, 
you know, the providers, they're not sure how to deal with, you know, TAY with vulnerable 
identities.  So it's definitely, you know, a big issue to address and to gap. 
 
00:13:04 MICHAEL SWEET 
Director Davis. 
 
00:13:06 SHERYL EVANS DAVIS 
Just to that point, I was just going to share that there is in the works an LGBTQ navigation center 
with the focus specifically around addressing the TAY population.  So that--they are at least taking 
the data that they've been given and using that to help inform as they roll out additional supports. 
 
00:13:30 MICHAEL SWEET 
I have a question also.  Can you explain how the--if we're going to be supporting your advocacy, 
explain how the money flows, because it isn't like we would see with another commission where, 
you know, flow through the commission and then there's a distribution?  So are you looking for 
support to get grants in specific projects or specific commissions or earmarked for specific--in 
specific ways?  What do you ask for when you go out and ask for support? 
 
00:14:00 JOSE TY 
I would say when we go out and ask for support, I would say mostly around, you know, permanent 
supportive housing, having more beds, more safe places for these youth to go to.  Currently right 
now, like the wait list, at least six months, you know.  The case managers often have to tell the 
youth, like, sorry, you know, there's no available beds for you.  While that youth face so much 
danger and violence in the streets every night because they don't have a place to call home.  So I 
would say, you know, especially to, you know, not even 400 units that has not even been met yet, 
you know, definitely the urgency of funding towards that and the urgency to keep on them, pushing 
that. 
 
00:14:41 MICHAEL SWEET 
But there's not a specific project on the table, where you're able to say this project is here, it needs 
funding so that it can get off the ground? 
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00:14:50 CALVIN QUICK 
So I think to that point, there are--HSH is working, of course, slowly, but they're working on a lot of 
projects for supportive housing for anyone exiting homelessness.  There have been a couple of 
projects that just broke ground.  But I think the difficulty has been that they're slow to commit a lot 
of units in any project that they're doing towards TAY.  And it's also--there's also a bit of 
transparency issue around what projects are in the works.  So by the time we learn about them, 
they're usually already--they've decided, like, what--like, for example, there's a project at 2060 
Folsom, I believe, where there's 22 units for TAY youth.  And we learn about that once they've 
gone to planning with here's what we're doing. 
 
00:15:58 MICHAEL SWEET 
So I think maybe the one other thing we may be able to do is--I don't know if this--if the Youth 
Commission staff can help with this too.  But help you identify those before the train has left the 
station, right.  I mean it it's just a flow of information issue, maybe the voice of your advocacy will 
do that.  But, you know, we should think about ways that we can help identify the projects before 
the units are all spoken for. 
 
00:16:27 SHERYL EVANS DAVIS 
Well, and I will say there's the Rising Up Initiative, which was launched which is focused on 
targeting 500 transitional-aged youth in partnership with Tipping Point and Larkin Street.  And so if 
we--I know that they're still raising funds specifically for that.  And that's very much focused on 
getting TAY youth housed and helping them over the course of a year or more to get to a place 
where they can afford to stay in their housing.  So I would say that probably is a place where we 
could direct support. 
 
00:15:58 JOSE TY 
Yeah, I believe the Rising Up campaign only has reached a third of their goal for funding as of 
today, I believe. 
 
00:17:06 MICHAEL SWEET 
Great.  Commissioner Kelleher. 
 
00:17:08 MARK KELLEHER 
Just two questions for the executive director.  The first one is, just for the--so we know better, the 
structure of the Youth Commission and who is, like, the lead-point person in the city for youth 
issues, and does that person report to the mayor director?  If not, who and how many layers below 
the mayor in terms of the power of that person's advocacy? 
 
00:17:31 SHERYL EVANS DAVIS 
So the position has changed somewhat, but there's a senior advisor on education who, through--by 
the very nature of the idea of education, K through post-secondary, takes on some of that 
responsibility.  But there are two--there's the Our Children Our Family Council, which does some of 
that work directly around young people.  But Department of Children Youth and Their Families, 
Maria Su who is the executive director there would be, I think, initially the point person outside of 
the mayor's office, although that department is under the mayor's jurisdiction. 
 
00:18:04 MARK KELLEHER 
So she reports directly to the mayor?  I know the senior advisor-- 
 
00:18:06 SHERYL EVANS DAVIS 
Yes. 
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00:18:06 MARK KELLEHER 
--for education does, but the Youth Commission? 
 
00:18:08 SHERYL EVANS DAVIS 
Yes. 
 
00:18:09 MARK KELLEHER 
Okay.  And do you work closely with her, as members of the commission? 
 
00:18:14 CALVIN QUICK 
We have contact with her, yes, we do.  Maria Su.  Yes.  And so we've gone and talked or are 
contacting, I'm not quite sure which person is in charge and what their time frame is, but we have 
been going to all of our connections-- 
 
00:18:32 MARK KELLEHER 
I guess what I'm getting at is in terms of the advocacy that the Youth Commission seeks, is there a 
direct line to a senior officer in the city who reports directly to the mayor?  (Unintelligible)-- 
 
00:18:43 SHERYL EVANS DAVIS 
Well, I mean technically the Youth Commission themselves has a director who would serve in that 
capacity.  I think the hope and the goal for the Youth Commission is that they develop that 
advocacy kind of voice themselves and learn how to maneuver both the mayor's office and the 
Board of Supervisors.  And I think part of this is them coming to us and figuring out how to get 
other departments and commissions to join in to what they are interested in.  So they each--they 
have subcommittees, they have kind of--they're all appointed from either they mayor or supervisor.  
And so they come with different lens and different basis of why they're on the commission.  And I 
think this process is for them to develop and for them to have access versus to have to go through 
another department.  So they have access to all of the departments and the department heads, but I 
think goal is for them to go to the mayor themselves, go to the Board of Supervisors and to go to the 
commissions directly.  Is that correct? 
 
00:19:48 CALVIN QUICK 
That's correct. 
 
00:19:49 MARK KELLEHER 
Second question is with the youth navigation center that you mentioned, do you know how far 
along that is in the planning, what the timing is and where it might be? 
 
00:19:59 SHERYL EVANS DAVIS 
So they were--last I was engaged in it, they were identifying a location.  I think they wanted to have 
the location secured and firmed up before they publicly announced.  But they have--they were 
pretty much locked into a location, but they hadn't shared the last time I was involved. 
 
00:20:16 JOSE TY 
Last time I talked with Ali Schlageter, the person at HSH who's kind of in charge, oversees all the 
youth programs in the city.  They're really looking at District 8 and District 5 because those are the 
two most heavy populated TAY who are experiencing homelessness.  D-5 more than D-8.  There's 
more unsheltered youth in D-5.  So they're currently looking at locations in District 5. 
 
00:20:41 MARK KELLEHER 
Okay.  So it's not been firmed up yet? The time line, location? 
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00:20:43 SHERYL EVANS DAVIS 
So they have--so they don't want to mess up negotiations, so they have--but they need to, like, make 
sure and go through before they announce, so-- 
 
00:20:53 MARK KELLEHER 
Thank you. 
 
00:20:54 MICHAEL SWEET 
Commissioner Karwande. 
 
00:20:56 MAYA KARWANDE 
Just to follow up on some of the questions that have already been asked.  I guess I'm curious what 
do you think?  What would be the best way for the Human Rights Commission to support your 
advocacy efforts?  Is it kind of giving information about projects or is it--are you looking for 
monetary support or sort of other support? 
 
00:21:18 CALVIN QUICK 
I think we're--so we're basically--we've been going to various entities within the city, and we're just 
sort of looking to inform you about what's happening and also to raise awareness and also gather 
support within the city, because I think a lot of the problem is that it's just delayed because there's 
not people who are aware of what's needed.  And so I think a lot of our goal is getting other people 
on board with this notion that we need to complete the SF TAY housing plan in a soon time frame; 
that we need this TAY navigation center, et cetera, et cetera. 
 
00:21:58 JOSE TY 
Since the Youth Commission does have access to city departments and other city officials, I think 
it's our duty to be that voice for youth who cannot be at the table and be at city hall to raise these 
issues and awareness. 
 
00:22:11 MICHAEL SWEET 
Great.  Well, thank you very much.  Thanks for your presentation. 
 
00:22:14 CALVIN QUICK 
Thank you. 
 
00:22:15 MICHAEL SWEET 
I'll, at this point, open this up to public comment.  Seeing none, then this will close this item.  I want 
to thank you both for coming down.  And as you graduate from the Youth Commission, I expect to 
see you joining us in other commissions in the city and continue with your commitment to the city, 
because it's great to see your involvement and your commitment.  And I trust that once you've been 
bitten by the bug, you'll stick with it.  So that's fantastic.  And thank you, and thank you for your 
service and to everyone on your commission for your service to the city.  And with that, I'll ask the 
Commission Secretary to please call the next item. 
 
00:22:57 COMMISSION SECRETARY 
Number 4, Updates on Projects and Staff.  First up is El/La Para TransLatinas grantee update.  
Maritza Penagos. 
 
00:23:07 MICHAEL SWEET 
And I was--I've become informed that we will lose our quorum at 7:30.  So it's 7:07 now.  Let's try 
to--can we keep this to 10 minutes, give or take?  Does that work? 
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00:23:24 MARITZA PENAGOS 
Sure. 
 
00:23:25 MICHAEL SWEET 
Great.  Thanks. 
 
00:23:26 MARITZA PENAGOS 
Yeah.  Good evening, I'm Maritza Penagos.  And this is Paoli Ruiz (sp?).  So I was going to talk a 
little bit about the history of El/La, but I won't spend too much time on that.  But just to say that it 
was really the funding from the Human Rights Commission that really allowed our agency to 
become very stable.  And in the last couple of years, we have built our budget up.  We are almost at 
$900,000 now.  We have an array of funding.  Five of our eight staff are trans Latina.  Three of our 
four community advisory board members are trans Latina.  And we've really become a very stable 
agency.  We regularly over exceed our deliverables for all of our contracts.  So these are some of 
the provisions, some of the services that you all fund for us.  And we actually just began with a 
salesforce database.  So we were able to create--we have a lot more stats now.  So since October, 
we've had 238 participants walk through our doors.  Of these, 80 percent identify as trans, 36 
percent female, 18 percent men.  And 98 percent identify as Latino, Latina, Latin X or Hispanic.  
Since October, we've had over 71 participants receive case management services.  And of these, 51 
received staff accompaniment to another service or agency.  So we do very high-touch case 
management. 
 
As I mentioned, we started with salesforce.  This year, we also built up our infrastructure in a lot of 
different ways to keep pace with our funding.  So policies and procedure, a lot of professional 
development for staff, and organizational restructuring to ensure that leadership happens at every 
level.  So all staff is receiving individual professional coaching.  We do monthly trainings for staff 
around things like boundary, trauma informed services and we're also beginning some workforce 
development services for our participants.  And I'll turn it over to Paoli, who will talk a little bit 
more about that.  Thank you. 
 
00:25:45 PAOLI RUIZ 
(speaking Spanish) 
 
00:26:02 TRANSLATOR: MARITZA PENAGOS 
Good afternoon.  Thank you for having us here today.  I'm Paoli Ruiz, a Mexican transgender 
woman born in the beautiful state of the country, her beloved Chiapas.  I miss her.  I still have faith 
that one day I will return. 
 
00:26:15 PAOLI RUIZ 
(speaking Spanish) 
 
00:26:30 TRANSLATOR: MARITZA PENAGOS 
At the age of 14, I had to leave this paradise and move to the north of Mexico, where I was finally 
able to realize myself as who I am now, a free woman.  Well, that's what I believed. 
 
00:26:42 PAOLI RUIZ 
(speaking Spanish) 
 
00:26:51 TRANSLATOR: MARITZA PENAGOS 
But as time passed and my physical appearance changed, the circumstances in the way of 
perceiving my freedom changed with it. 
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00:26:59 PAOLI RUIZ 
(speaking Spanish) 
 
00:27:08 TRANSLATOR: MARITZA PENAGOS 
In spite of everything, I always had faith that I could be happy in my country with my people, but it 
was not like that. 
 
00:27:16 PAOLI RUIZ 
(speaking Spanish) 
 
00:27:39 TRANSLATOR: MARITZA PENAGOS 
But it was not like that.  The different situations of mistreatment, transphobia and the lack of laws 
that allowed my aggressors to feel free to do with me anything they wanted.  After 15 years and a 
whole life made for the second time, I was forced to flee.  This time because the most valuable 
thing I have was in danger--my life. 
 
00:27:57 PAOLI RUIZ 
(speaking Spanish) 
 
00:28:11 TRANSLATOR: MARITZA PENAGOS 
Three and a half years ago, I arrived in this beautiful state.  And although with a little fear because I 
was alone and did not know anyone, I could see again a spark of light in my way--on my way. 
 
00:28:23 PAOLI RUIZ 
(speaking Spanish) 
 
00:28:39 TRANSLATOR: MARITZA PENAGOS 
Destiny dragged me to this magical city and put in front of me the people who made me see that 
there's always a second and a third opportunity.  And that for me, everything was about to start.  
From there, my story turned to rewrite once again. 
 
00:28:53 PAOLI RUIZ 
(speaking Spanish) 
 
00:29:08 TRANSLATOR: MARITZA PENAGOS 
Arriving at El/La Para TransLatinas definitely, for me, it was from the beginning a dream 
experience.  They embraced me.  They offered me a safe space and they made me feel what a home 
is. 
 
00:29:21 PAOLI RUIZ 
(speaking Spanish) 
 
00:29:27 TRANSLATOR: MARITZA PENAGOS 
For obvious reasons, I started to get involved in all the events and activities inside and outside the 
program. 
 
00:29:34 PAOLI RUIZ 
(speaking Spanish) 
 
00:29:47 TRANSLATOR: MARITZA PENAGOS 
It did not take long for my need to return a little of everything I received to come to light.  
Volunteering was my greatest success.  I felt that I owed it and I owed it to the program and to my 
sisters. 
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00:29:59 PAOLI RUIZ 
(speaking Spanish) 
 
00:30:35 TRANSLATOR: MARITZA PENAGOS 
I started as a volunteer in the kitchen area, then coordinating activities for special events.  At some 
point, I suggested a volunteer for the front desk.  And thanks to the work I had done before, I was 
taken into account for that position.  And then later, the opportunity to receive training by El/La.  
This is part of their different areas of professional growth that they have for us.  From here, my 
interest to continue learning grew and I was a volunteer for one year supporting all areas of service. 
 
00:31:03 PAOLI RUIZ 
(speaking Spanish) 
 
00:31:13 TRANSLATOR: MARITZA PENAGOS 
Two years ago, I started to be part of this wonderful team as a health educator, and a few months 
later the position of case manager was opened.  And guess what? 
 
00:31:22 PAOLI RUIZ 
(speaking Spanish) 
 
00:31:44 TRANSLATOR: MARITZA PENAGOS  
It is the work in which I am currently doing.  I couldn't have found a better job.  It has become a 
way of life.  It is something I enjoy doing.  I'm working with passion, dedication and with the 
awareness that I'm helping the community to get ahead.  And for me, I wouldn't change this 
experience for anything. 
 
00:32:02 PAOLI RUIZ 
(speaking Spanish) 
 
00:32:15 TRANSLATOR: MARITZA PENAGOS 
But, of course, all of this would not have been possible without the support of the people who 
believed in me, without the support of El/La and, of course, without the support of the Human 
Rights Commission in San Francisco and all of our other donors.  So if there's any questions. 
 
00:32:32 SHERYL EVANS DAVIS 
Thank you. 
 
00:32:33 MICHAEL SWEET 
Thank you. 
 
00:32:34 PAOLI RUIZ 
Thank you. 
 
00:32:37 MICHAEL SWEET 
Thank you for your presentation.  Are there Commissioner comments or questions?  I want to thank 
you for sharing your story and congratulate you.  And it's great to hear stories of people who have 
found San Francisco to be welcoming for all those things that I love about the city and that makes 
me proud to be a native San Franciscan.  So that's wonderful.  Director Davis. 
 
00:33:14 SHERY EVANS DAVIS 
I just wanted to recognize and acknowledge and thank you for your work.  And I think you are a 
model, what we would like to see in all of our different programs throughout the city, where you 
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actually create pathways for clients to come in and benefit not just for the time as a client, but to 
actually come in and be able to work and help others.  So thank you for sharing the story, but just 
thank you for the work, because I know so many people that maybe don't end up working at El/La, 
but end up somewhere else because of El/La.  So thank you. 
 
00:33:48 MICHAEL SWEET 
Thank you.  Oh, Commissioner Clopton. 
 
00:33:51 KAREN CLOPTON 
(speaking Spanish) 
 
00:33:59 MICHAEL SWEET 
Is there public comment on this item?  Thank you very much.  We'll move to the next item. 
 
00:34:08 COMMISSION SECRETARY 
Budget update.  Jun Liang, HRC staff will present. 
 
00:34:23 JUN LIANG 
Good evening, Vice Chair, Commissioners.  My name is Jun Liang and I do accounting and finance 
for the San Francisco Human Rights Commission.  I've been with the department for a little bit over 
a year now and have been learning a lot on the job and also from my colleagues and also from the 
guidance of Director Davis.  So tonight, I'm here to be very happy to update you with the proposed 
budget for these two incoming fiscal years.  So let's take a look at the timeline.  Last week, 
February the 21st, was the deadline for all departments to submit a two-year budget, proposed 
budget.  And we did that to the mayor's budget office and also the controller's office.  And from 
right now to May, the mayor's budget office will be developing the two-year citywide budget.  And 
by the end of May, the mayor's proposed citywide budget will be introduced to the Board of 
Supervisors.  And by the last day of July, that will be the last day for the Board of Supervisors to 
adopt a two-year budget.  So that's the general timeline. 
 
And next, let's look at the citywide budget as a whole.  So for this current fiscal year, 2018 to '19, 
the citywide adopted budget.  It's about $11 billion.  And the following year, it's a little bit more, 
but still it's about $11 billion.  And according to the mayor's budget policy book, they project a 1 
percent general fund shortfall for this new fiscal year '19 to '20.  And then a 1.5 percent short for the 
following year--the following fiscal year.  And if we look at the Human Rights Commission's 
budget comparing to the city as a whole, our current year adopted budget is $4.7 billion.  And for 
this new fiscal year, we propose a $4.8 million and that's less than .05 percent of the city's budget as 
a whole.  So imagine if we are--if Human Rights Commission's budget is $5, they city as a whole 
it's about $11,000.  So you can see that any changes we have, we don't have any material impact on 
the city as a whole. 
 
Next, I want to talk about the three main items that's on the mayor's office budget instructions that's 
going to impact our budget plan.  The first one is that they want an ongoing savings.  Here, savings 
means a cut.  Ongoing means, well, they want the cut to be continuous in all the years down.  For 
now, for two percent for the base general fund.  And the year after will be an additional 2 percent.  
That's on top of that.  So for the fiscal year 20-21, they're saying they want a cumulative of 4 
percent cut.  And the second item, they say that the departments must propose a contingency 
savings, that's also a cut, equal to 1 percent of the base general fund support.  And then the 
following fiscal year will be another 1 percent on top of that.  So you add the second item under the 
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first item.  What they're basically saying is that it's a probable 3 percent cut for this new fiscal year 
of 19-20, and then the following fiscal year it's actually a 4 plus 2, that's a 6 percent cut. 
 
And the third item will be that the departments must not add any new positions to their budget 
submission.  That's the main items that affect our budget plan.  And then here, I want to talk about 
our adopted budget for this current year versus our proposed budget for this new fiscal years.  So 
you can see that at the top of the table, those numbers are our net precision numbers and the rest are 
our operating expenditures within the main categories.  The first column is '18 to '19 adopted 
budget, that's our current year budget.  The second column is our proposed budget for this new 
fiscal year, and the third column is the change.  You can see that there is a three-position change.  
That's because we've added three staff members in this fiscal year.  And those three staff members 
were not included in the current adopted budget.  So in order to--we do want to maintain these three 
positions.  We do want to maintain the current staffing levels.  So hence the change.  And if you 
look down to the row of Salaries and Mandatory fringe benefits, the changes are mainly from the 
three positions I just mentioned.  And then you can see that the negative numbers are cut.  So we're 
trying to cut down our own spending.  That's in the row of non-personnel services, and also our 
materials and supply spending.  And we're trying to move that cut--that savings into the city grant 
programs line.  So we're actually increasing our city grant programs category.  And, of course, you 
wonder saying that, Jun, why there is a negative over there.  That's because we move $300,000 
that's originally in the grants category down to the service of other departments.  Those $300,000 
were originally from an add back item a couple fiscal years back.  And we've been providing 
MOHCD, that's Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development, for a re-entry program.  
So for the last couple of years, what we've been doing is to manually move the $300,000 down to 
the services and other departments line.  But we've decided to do this within the budget submission 
so that it's a little bit more efficient so that we don't need to manually move it down. 
 
So in conclusion for the fiscal year '19 to '20, our plan is just to maintain our current staff level, as 
well as to make sure that we have enough funding in the grant line to satisfy any potential 
expenditure levels.  And for the following fiscal year, fiscal 2020 to '21, we--for now we project no 
change.  And, of course, you wonder why there's still some additional funding in this area and 
benefits line.  Those are actually automatically generated from our budget system.  So, for example, 
those are expenditures that they projected including, for example, cost of living--oh wait, 
expenditures and also, for example, like any changes for any medical or retirement expenses.  So 
this concluded my presentation.  Any questions for me, please? 
 
00:42:25 MICHAEL SWEET 
Thank you.  Any Commissioner questions?  So you--what was submitted last week?  Do we have a-
-was there a package that-- 
 
00:42:40 SHERYL EVANS DAVIS 
So basically it's the--what Jun shared with you, but it's-- 
 
00:42:44 MICHAEL SWEET 
More detailed? 
 
00:42:45 SHERYL EVANS DAVIS 
It's just in the system.  It's basically putting those numbers into the computer system that the city 
has. 
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00:42:51 MICHAEL SWEET 
And in the new--this new two-year cycle, at what point are we called on each year to actually 
approve a submission? 
 
00:43:01 JUN LIANG 
Oh, the submission deadline for the departments was last week, February 21st. 
 
00:43:08 MICHAEL SWEET 
And when is the Commission asked to approve a budget submission? 
 
00:43:15 SHERYL EVANS DAVIS 
So there is a meeting--I wanted to share this with you because I have a meeting with the budget 
office next week, and then they'll be making some fine tuning.  And once they kind of have that 
then we'll bring it back. 
 
00:43:27 MICHAEL SWEET 
Okay.  And then that's when--so we'll approve that then-- 
 
00:43:30 SHERYL EVANS DAVIS 
Yes. 
 
00:43:31 MICHAEL SWEET 
--next time? 
 
00:43:31 SHERYL EVANS DAVIS 
Once we know--so it'll be a part of whatever the mayor's office is going to present to the full board.  
So hopefully we'll get a look at that before, get the--because we submit to them.  They take--they 
review it.  They tell us yes or no.  They send it back to us then we'll come back to you and say this 
is where we are, and then we'll take it back.  And then they'll--the mayor's office fine tunes, then 
they submit it to the Board of Supervisors and that's where we would have to go again before the 
Board of Supervisors to respond to their questions.  And that's where, like last year, the Office of 
SHARP and other places were added in.  So there'll be a lot of other opportunities for us to come 
back and share-- 
 
00:44:14 MICHAEL SWEET 
Great. 
 
00:44:15 SHERYL EVANS DAVIS 
--where we are in the process and get feedback.  And some of that will, you know, the Commission 
is welcome to come to the Board of Supervisors budget hearing and speak on behalf of the budget 
or the budget request there, as well. 
 
00:44:35 MICHAEL SWEET 
Commissioner Hijazi. 
 
00:44:37 HALA HIJAZI 
I'm just curious.  Is the--before the submittal to the mayor's office or to the budget office, do we 
normally look at it, I mean in the past?  Does the Commission get to see it first or does it go through 
the process that's just been outlined?  Like, what is the normally the process?  I forgot so I'm just 
asking for clarification. 
 
00:44:57 SHERYL EVANS DAVIS 
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So typically you would have, but unfortunately--Jun, do you want to--because we had to submit 
from--you got--we got an email on Thursday, right? 
 
00:45:09 JUN LIANG 
Right. 
 
00:45:10 SHERYL EVANS DAVIS 
So typically we would have presented, but there were some things that we needed to take care of.  
And so it didn't get--we didn't turn in exactly on time.  So we were a day late, maybe. 
 
00:45:22 JUN LIANG 
I believe so. 
 
00:45:23 SHERYL EVANS DAVIS 
Yeah. 
 
00:45:24 MICHAEL SWEET 
Well, hopefully we're not a dollar short.  Yeah, I--my recollection was that late in a calendar year, 
there would start to be discussion and we'd get a proposal through here.  So there'd actually be a 
presentation to the Commission.  So is there public comment on this item?  Okay.  And we are 
about to lose a quorum.  We have no other action items on the Agenda.  So at this time, we will 
adjourn the meeting, but we can continue without a quorum for a few minutes to run through the 
rest of the items that we might have covered had we had a quorum.  So at this point, at 7:30, I'll 
adjourn the meeting. 
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